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Company news 

 

Aukett Swanke Group (AUK, 1.5p, £2m mkt cap) 

UK’s only quoted architect, active in UK, Middle East and Europe. HY (Mar) 22 results. Rev, contin. operations 

+22%, £4.5m; loss before tax, £152k (HY 21, £737k); loss per share, cont., 0.23p (0.36p); dividends, 0p (0p); net 

debt, £515k (net cash, £201k). Trading: “In the half year and subsequently there has been a marked 

improvement in the group’s trading and financial position”. UK rev +29%, £4.43m; the prior year loss before 

management charges of £567k moved into a profit of £40k for the reporting six months. European rev -64%    

(-42% local currencies), £94k (£258k); profits before management charges -46%, £123k. “Both German 

operations continue to perform well in a post-Covid market. Elsewhere the operating results were not so 

favourable. The Middle East continued to lose revenues with a fall of 21% to £1.25m, resulting in an increased 

loss of £157k before management charges. This was further impacted by the closure costs related to the 

numerous licences that were previously required in the region”. Group costs fell in the period by 30% to 

£419k. The post-period disposal of John R Harris & Partners to the local management team has also 

significantly improved the group’s cash position. Outlook: “A pleasing upturn in new business wins in both the 

United Kingdom and continental Europe, leads us to expect further improvement in the second half. The 

group continues to focus on enhancing shareholder value, including opportunities for further disposals and 

funding to support our new growth strategy; consideration of a share consolidation to improve the share 
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register and allow many small investors to realise their investment on an economic basis whilst significantly 

reducing the cost to the Group of servicing a register with many hundreds of very small shareholdings”. 

 

Lords Group Trading (LORD, 77p, £121m)  

Building materials distributor. Guidance: “The group continues to trade in line with market expectations for 

the full year ending 31 December 2022. Current FY 22 revenue and profitability expectations remain 

unchanged from the April trading update, with revenues of approximately £438m and adjusted PBT of 

approximately £16m”. Trading: “Since our full year results in May, demand for the group’s RMI sector-focused 

products have remained resilient, notwithstanding inflationary pressures and the current macro outlook”. The 

group has completely transformed the Lords Builders Merchants branch in Beaconsfield, gaining additional 

scale and broadening the product range. The branch was acquired in 2017 with revenues of £2.5m and has 

grown organically to £8.0m. Boiler supply constraints persist in APP Wholesale, however, underlying customer 

demand remains strong and indications support that the boiler supply issues will ease later in FY 22. 

Management actions continue to ensure Plumbing & Heating profitability remains in line with management 

expectations. 

 

In other news … 

 

Construction costs. Construction unions and contractors have agreed a blanket 5% pay increase for more than 

500,000 site workers, half the original union bidding position and up on the employers’ offer, 

ConstructionEnquirer.com (link). The deal follows months under the Construction Industry Joint Council (CIJC) 

pay framework and comes into force on July 25 and includes a 5% pay increase across all rates. Negotiations 

started early this year with the unions submitting claims for a 10% rise before employers came back with a sub 

4% offer. Meanwhile, construction products have increased by c. 23%, albeit with increasingly good product 

availability, Building (link, paywall). The latest report from the Construction Leadership Council warns of 

further inflation for energy intensive products such as insulation, cement, concrete and steel and raises 

concern that price volatility had led to the failure of relevant indices to reflect market reality. Viewpoint: A 

mixed bag: a relatively pragmatic 5% wage increase looks containable and should relieve ministers; I suspect 

the jump in products may mark a high, while manufacturers are increasingly managing supplies effectively. 

 

Stadium construction. Aston Villa has launched a consultation for the first phase of its long-term vision to 

create a “world-class sporting venue” as well as improvements for the local community, Property Week (link, 

paywall). The first phase of the proposals, estimated to take place from 2023 to 2025, include a new North 

Stand and enhancements to the Trinity Stand, which will see capacity for the stadium increase to more than 

50,000, with improved catering and hospitality. The club plans to deliver a new commercial venue and 

community space called Villa Live, and is working closely with Birmingham City Council, the West Midlands 

Combined Authority and other key stakeholders to the designs align with Birmingham’s ‘Big City Plan’ for 

2040. Viewpoint: Stadiums seem to be one of the industry's growth spots. In its recent results presentation, 

the UK’s largest steel construction group, Severfield (SFR, a client of PERL) and a stadium specialist, 
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highlighted a flurry of potential new stadiums, stands and upgrades including Old Trafford, the Etihad and 

Leicester and, outside the Premier League, Bristol, Cardiff and Gateshead. 
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